
Orders of morality and education in Islamic contemporary literature in Indonesia 

This project has been funded by the German Research Foundation (Funding Scheme: 

Research grants Programme; funded from 2012-2015). It departs from the 

assumption that differing ideas of morality and education have triggered 

conflicts among people involved in arts and culture Since the fall of President 

Suharto. One prominent example is the discourse on morality and sexuality in 

secular and Islamic fictional texts. At the same time, when the so-called sastra 
wangi or sastrawangi (‘perfumed/fragrant literature’) emerged, a term invented 

by the mass media to refer to a new ‘generation’ of writers associated with 

women’s liberation, another literary trend has gained importance: Islamic 

teenage reading. Forum Lingkar Pena (Pen Circle Forum, FLP) is a wide-spread and 

successful forum for young Muslim readers and writers in Indonesia. It is known 

as a dakwah forum training new writers, and it encourages them to produce 

literature conveying Islamic values.  

This project analyzes the literary works produced by FLP writers in the post-

Suharto era. It deals with the question to what extent the narratives contain 

Islamic concepts of education and morality and how these are used for 

proselytization and community building. Empirically informed analysis on 

national FLP branches (Jakarta Raya, Bandung, Surabaya) and international FLP 

branches (Hongkong, Singapore) serves to get an insight into its network. 

Furthermore, it contributes to understand how FLP operates and in which way it 

effects on its associated reading houses (rumah cahaya, rumah baca and rumah 
dunia) on local communities. Moreover, it adds to our knowledge of education 

and morality in Indonesian society, the dynamics of Islamic movements in the 

local society and the interdisciplinary debate on education and morality in Islam.  

The result of this project is a book entitled „Shaping Muslim communities in 
Indonesia and beyond; Religious propagation, morality and literary productions.“ 
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